1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

While next generation sequencing (NGS), or massively parallel sequencing (MPS), methods have dramatically altered the fields of medical genetics and paleogenomics, short tandem repeats (STRs) analyzed through traditional capillary electrophoresis remain the gold standard for forensic identification. Although new technologies integrating NGS/MPS approaches hold promise for ancestry estimation \[[@bib1],[@bib2]\], phenotyping \[[@bib3]\], and fluid identification \[[@bib4]\], STRs remain the primary genotyping method due to extensive validation as a marker set and the availability of large databases of typed individuals. Since the 1990s, forensic analysts have focused most attention on a set of core STR loci, composing the Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) Combined DNA Index System (CODIS), consisting of a set of 13 traditional markers, plus Amelogenin, and recently enlarged to include seven additional markers \[[@bib5]\]. While new approaches apply NGS/MPS to STR typing as an alternative to traditional capillary electrophoresis (CE) and offer opportunities to expand beyond the core markers \[[@bib6]\], the set of CODIS loci remains the primary means of genetic identification in forensic contexts \[[@bib7]\]. Moreover, recent work demonstrates the utility of this marker set beyond identification for population inference, demonstrating a capacity for revealing biogeographic ancestry and patterns of admixture \[[@bib8],[@bib9]\].

Here, we analyze DNA quantities and STR profile results from post-mortem blood drawn from 20 body donors and stored between 4 months and 4 years in ambient conditions on FITZCO untreated blood cards. While FTA cards have been validated for DNA preservation for a variety of sample materials, including blood \[[@bib10],[@bib11]\], tissue \[[@bib12]\], and saliva \[[@bib13]\], the quality of DNA extracted from post-mortem blood samples stored on untreated cards is unknown. While FTA cards use proprietary technology to protect DNA from further degradation after samples are applied to the cards, the FITZCO FP705™ card is untreated and, so, does not lyse cells, denature proteins, or prevent microbial activity after sample deposition.

We focus on the quality of DNA from blood cards for long-term storage in forensic anthropology centers, with potential for other long-term storage applications. At the time of publication, there are eight forensic anthropology decomposition facilities in the United States \[[@bib14]\]. Collection of biological samples from donors, including blood and buccal swabs, is common practice for body donation programs. Long-term storage solutions are necessary in situations where DNA extraction and typing may not be conducted immediately after sample collection, including in medical examiners' offices \[[@bib15]\], biobanking \[[@bib16]\], and disaster victim identification \[[@bib17],[@bib18]\]. Here, we test the applicability of the FITZCO FP705™ card for long-term storage of blood samples collected post-mortem and stored at room temperature ∼4 °C.

STRs, or short-tandem repeats, have been the standard DNA profiling method for forensic identification since the 1990s \[[@bib19]\]. STRs lend themselves to identification based on the large number of alleles at each locus, high discriminatory power provided by the combination of STR loci, suitability for multiplexing, and relatively small size (approximately 100--480 base pairs, or bp) which allows for use with degraded samples \[[@bib19]\]. The core STR loci which make up the standardized CODIS set were primarily selected for their highly polymorphic qualities, enabling discrimination between unrelated individuals, with some overlap with the European Standard Set (ESS) \[[@bib19]\].

In addition to autosomal STRs, STRs associated with sex chromosomes can also reveal important data for forensic identification, familial relationship determination, and deconvoluting mixtures. More broadly, pre-established panels of STRs, like those used in forensic profile matching, also serve as ideal markers for management of biological sample collections. Guidelines have been established by the American National Standards Institute for the authentication of human cell lines using STRs \[[@bib20]\]. As a marker set, the CODIS set of STRs provides a cost effective and straightforward method for matching individual cell lines with their source individuals \[[@bib21]\]. This approach could likewise be applied to skeletal collections and body donation programs, especially for elements which may become disassociated during decomposition and processing.

1.1. Limitations of STRs {#sec1.1}
------------------------

While STRs are well-suited to identification based on their high heterogeneity between individuals and large number of alleles per locus, the large DNA fragments required for typing can present issues when dealing with degraded DNA samples. The set of original 13 CODIS core loci range in size between 100 and 400 bp \[[@bib22]\]. Primers must be able to anneal on each side of the target amplicon during polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in order to amplify the target region. If the DNA sample is too degraded or if PCR inhibitors are present (including indigo dyes, humic acid from soil, heme from blood, to name a few), the reaction can fail to amplify the target loci, creating situations in which one allele at the target locus drops out or both alleles, resulting in locus drop out \[[@bib19]\].

Allele and locus drop out are commonly seen with larger STR loci, resulting in electropherogram results that resemble a ski-slope pattern, in which smaller loci amplify in contrast to a reduction in amplification in larger loci, common in degraded samples \[[@bib23]\]. Alternatives to traditional STR marker kits have been proposed to reduce the amplicon length of larger loci, suggesting "mini-STRs" to reduce chances of allelic/locus drop out \[[@bib22]\]. While many mini-STRs have been included on expanded commercial kits, such as the Applied Biosystems AmpFℓSTR® MiniFiler™ PCR Amplification kit, they have not replaced traditional STRs as the typing method of choice \[[@bib24]\].

The Amelogenin gene is present on both the X and Y chromosomes, with a distinguishing 6-bp deletion on the X chromosome not present on the Y chromosome. When typing the Amelogenin locus, a female profile will exhibit a single peak, whereas the male profile exhibits a separate peak for each chromosome. One of the issues complicating analysis of the Amelogenin locus is the phenomenon of Y-allele and X-allele dropout. In situations with degraded or inhibited DNA, Y-chromosomal specific DNA fragments can fail to amplify resulting in allelic drop-out, wherein the signal only amplifies the shorter fragment from the X-chromosome, or conversely there is dropout of the X-chromosomal Amelogenin marker. Dropout of the Y-chromosomal marker is much more common \[[@bib25]\]. In cases of Y-allele dropout, an incorrect sex estimation can be made wherein the profile reads as female, X, X, rather than the true profile of X, Y.

Various biological sample types, including bone/tooth, blood, buccal cells/saliva, hair, and tissue present different challenges in DNA extraction and typing, resulting in differential yields and varying levels of potential PCR inhibitors. Expectations for DNA yields differ by sample type, with highest yields expected from blood \[[@bib19]\]. Bones, teeth, blood, and hair all contain potential inhibitors that could interfere with PCR reactions, including calcium, heme, and melanin, respectively. Bone and tooth samples require extra demineralization steps to break down the hydroxyapatite matrix for DNA extraction \[[@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29]\]. Hair samples also require additional steps using DTT to lyse the keratin of the hair shaft \[[@bib19],[@bib30]\]. As a substrate for sample storage, FTA (Flinders Technology Agreement) cards are a popular option for a variety of sample types, including blood and buccal cells. Extraction from FTA cards can be largely automated \[[@bib31]\] and can be used for direct PCR when dealing with robust samples \[[@bib13]\].

In contrast to robust samples, biological samples collected post-mortem may present difficulties in extraction and amplification, based on time since death and sample type, and are represented in far fewer studies regarding these sample types \[[@bib10],[@bib11]\]. Rahikainen and colleagues determine that both post-mortem femoral blood and buccal cell samples transferred to FTA paper produce successful profiles at 16 STR loci with the caveat that each produced low-quality DNA when evaluated by UV absorbance \[[@bib11]\]. Assess DNA quality and quantity from blood collected post-mortem from autopsy samples and stored on FTA cards. The authors show that post-mortem interval and storage time both have a significant impact on DNA quantity and quality as assessed by relative fluorescence units (RFUs). FTA cards are a commonly used substrate for long-term sample storage. Another study using multiple replicates from a single bloodstain sample stored at room temperature for 20 years found significant degradation and locus dropout in STR typing \[[@bib32]\].

Despite the importance of understanding the constraints placed upon DNA results, given the potential for degradation issues, no studies have assessed quantity and quality of DNA from blood samples stored on untreated blood cards for analyses of interest to forensic and anthropological geneticists, especially in the context of pursuing research using bio-banked blood samples collected from deceased individuals. The inability to produce complete CODIS profiles places limitations on individual identification and impacts random match probabilities. When conducting ancestry estimation using STR marker sets, a reduced number of markers limits the resolution of ancestry inference as shown by Algee-Hewitt and colleagues \[[@bib8]\].

In this study, we test 20 untreated blood cards collected post-mortem to assess the quality and quantity of DNA extracted. DNA quantity and the presence of inhibitors are assessed through qPCR. The relationship between time intervals between date of death and sample collection (IDDC) and sample collection and STR analysis (CST) and DNA quantity are evaluated. DNA quality is measured through a variety of methods, including peak height ratios and RFUs. Microvariants and off-ladder alleles are identified for each individual. We also assess the utility of these typed loci for generating ancestry and admixture proportions using the unsupervised clustering methods implemented via the program STRUCTURE \[[@bib33]\].

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

The FITZCO FP705™ blood card used here was originally designed for use by the U.S. military, beginning in 1991 (FITZCO). The collection area of the card is made of biological grade cotton linter paper which prevents sample diffusion off of the substrate surface. The card design consists of four circles with a "fold-over" flap to reduce contamination risk following collection. Unlike FTA blood cards which are treated to lyse cells, deactivate nucleases, and deter microbial activity \[[@bib34]\], the FITZCO FP705™ card is untreated.

Blood cards (FITZCO FP705™) were collected postmortem from donors of the Body Donation Program at the Forensic Anthropology Center (FAC) at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville (UTK). Blood was drawn from the aorta or subclavian artery of each cadaver using a syringe and placed on blood cards as part of the standard intake process, which involves documentation of the individual donor and sample (blood, hair, nails) collection for future research \[[@bib35]\]. Anonymized sample IDs and time interval between date of death (DoD) and sample collection (IDDC) as well as interval between collection and DNA analysis (CST) are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Information on individual donor demographics, including geographic ancestry, or identity, was collected prior to or during the donation process. The blood card donors included individuals designated as pre-donors, individuals donated by family members, and one individual donated by a medical examiner's office. A total of nine individuals were pre-donors, individuals who planned donation and provided self-identified demographic data, including sex and ancestry/race/ethnicity. Ten individuals were donated by family members and their identities offered by next-of-kin. One individual was donated by the office of a medical examiner, thus the record of self/group-identifiers was based on the post-mortem assessment of the medical examiner rather than self or familial description.Table 1Demographic data and time interval information for post-mortem blood donors.Table 1Sample IDSexAge (in years)Interval DoD/Collection (in days) - IDDCInterval Collection/Storage Time (in days) - CST**1**M7011568**2**F7511551**3**M6411548**4**F6501537**5**M7901519**6**M6431513**7**F29171492**8**M50741448**9**F7531443**10**F5811436**11**F7112911**12**M6021206**13**F9411184**14**M74161181**15**F7931180**16**F623782**17**M584782**18**M511154**19**F660490**20**M813133

The blood cards were stored in a desiccator until sealed in plastic FoodSaver bags with a silica-based desiccant. One half-inch circle (outlined by the manufacturer) of the blood card was removed using sterilized scissors and placed in a DNA-free 50-mililiter (ml) conical tube. All samples were sent to Bode Cellmark Forensics for DNA extraction, quantification, and fragment analysis.

2.1. Sample treatment {#sec2.1}
---------------------

All samples were extracted at Bode Cellmark Forensics laboratories using the automated Qiagen EZ-1 Investigator Kit with an initial incubation, storage at 4 °C overnight and extraction on the following day. Samples were quantified using the proprietary BodeQuant quantitative PCR (qPCR) for low-copy number samples. This qPCR method includes a nuclear DNA target to assess quantity of nuclear DNA as well as an Internal Positive Control (IPC) to assess presence of inhibitors within the sample extract. Following quantification, samples were amplified using the Applied Biosystems® Identifiler kit. This multiplex PCR kit included the thirteen original CODIS loci plus the D2S1338 locus, the D19S433 locus, and Amelogenin. STR typing through kit-based approaches, including the Applied Biosystems® Identifiler kit, uses fluorescent dyes attached to primers for each of the multiplexed loci. Samples were run on the Applied Biosystems® 3130 Genetic Analyzer for capillary electrophoresis. The instrument detects fluorescence of the labeled fragments and reports this output as relative fluorescence units (RFUs) which are used to interpret quality thresholds and fragment sizes when compared against an internal size standard and allelic ladder. Positive and negative controls were used throughout the entire process.

2.2. STR quantity and quality assessment {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------

Sample quantities were first compared to the IDDC and CST using a linear regression model to test for linear relationships. Next, the non-parametric Spearman's *ρ* (rho) test was executed to evaluate the strength and direction of any association that exists between the two variables, time intervals and DNA quantity. We suggest that an increased time interval between donor death/sample collection as well as increased time between collection and STR typing will result in lower average DNA yield.

To assess STR quality and impact of time intervals between DoD, collection, and extraction, RFUs were averaged across sample and locus size class and compared to IDDC and CST using a linear regression model, followed by the Spearman's *ρ* test. Locus size classes were grouped on the basis of size as per \[[@bib11]\] with Class 1 (\<130bp), Class 2 (130--200 bp), Class 3 (200--300 bp), and Class 4 (\>300 bp) as seen in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. As with DNA quantity, we suggest that an increased time interval between donor death/sample collection as well as increased time since collection/STR typing will result in a reduction in DNA quality. Through assessing degradation from a decrease in RFUs across locus size, we determined whether patterns of differential amplification are present in the profiles generated using the blood cards.Table 2Locus size classes with size range and loci included; average RFUs per locus size class across all individuals included.Table 2ClassLocus Size RangeLoci IncludedAverage RFU/Class**1**\<130 bpD3S1358, D19S433, D10S12481342**2**130-200 bpvWA, TH01, D5S8181011**3**200-300 bpD21S11, D13S317, D7S820, D16S539805**4**\>300 bpCSF1PO, TPOX, D18S51, FGA, D2S1338698

Peak height ratios (PHR) were calculated for each individual and locus by dividing the lower peak (Peak A) RFU by the higher (Peak B) RFU as outlined by the Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) guidelines. Peak height ratios of below 70% were designated as severe imbalance, a threshold indicative of multiple contributors or other issues \[[@bib36]\]. From single source samples (i.e. not mixtures), peak height ratio imbalance can be attributed to several issues, including low starting DNA template, preferential amplification, DNA degradation, the presence of inhibitors, or a combination of these factors \[[@bib37]\]. Profiles were also checked for the presence of stutter and off-ladder alleles.

2.3. STR analysis for sex determination & microvariants {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------------

The Amelogenin marker was typed and compared to self-reported biological sex and skeletal estimations. As a smaller marker, we expected that the Amelogenin markers would successfully amplify and match recorded biological sex. We also identified off ladder alleles, i.e., those not found within the allelic ladder for each STR kit. Off-ladder alleles can include full repeats, which are uncommon within known typed populations. Microvariants, a form of off-ladder allele with incomplete repeat units, were also noted for each individual profile. An example of a microvariant would include a simple tetranucleotide (4 bp) locus with 14 repeats, but with the addition of a partial repeat of 2 bases, making the allele call 14.2. For each microvariant and other off-ladder alleles, the frequency relative to the U.S. population was also assessed.

2.4. Population inference from amplified STRs {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------------------

Trihybrid ancestry estimation was conducted using the unsupervised clustering program STRUCTURE, v. 2.3.4 \[[@bib33], [@bib54]\]. Thirteen CODIS loci were compiled for 332 individuals from the Human Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP-CEPH) H1048 subset \[[@bib8],[@bib38]\], including 94 individuals from Sub-Saharan Africa, 83 individuals from the Americas, and 155 individuals from Europe, who together served as the parental reference sample. An initial STRUCTURE run was used to determine the optimal range of *K,* or number of clusters. Here, and for the other reported runs, parameters were set at 10,000 for burn-in and 10,000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) repetitions (reps). For the next run, we pre-set the number of *K* clusters to 1, 2, or 3, thereby limiting the analysis to the maximum number of populations under a trihybrid ancestry model. We used the No Admixture model which assumes origin of individuals from only one population and is appropriate for discrete populations \[[@bib52]\]. We assumed that allele frequencies were independent among populations with parameters of alpha (*α*) and lambda (λ) set at 1. Post-processing was performed using Structure Selector \[[@bib39]\] which integrates several approaches for data interpretation, including the Puechmaille \[[@bib40]\] method and Clumpak \[[@bib41]\].

To evaluate admixture, we performed a second analysis with STRUCTURE, for which we used a subset of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) dataset \[[@bib6],[@bib7]\] in place of the HGDP-CEPH parental populations. These reference data included 149 self-identified African Americans, 151 European Americans, and 101 Hispanics. We used the Admixture model, operating under the assumption that each of the individuals shares genetic ancestry with one or more of the clusters included (Pritchard et al., 2010), and that allele frequencies were independent between populations, with the *α* and λ set at 1. *K* was set between 1 and 3.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

Of the 20 blood card samples, five were re-extracted twice and one sample three times to obtain sufficient quantities of DNA to produce a complete STR profile. Final sample nuclear DNA quantities ranged from 15.72 ng/uL to 153.81 ng/uL ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). Five samples exceeded the average internal positive control (IPC) threshold of 20.64 by more than 2 cycles for the standards, indicating the presence of inhibitors in those samples.Table 3DNA quantities, internal positive control cycle threshold (IPC CT), and average peak height ratios and RFUs across all loci. Those that exceed the IPC CT and indicate the presence of inhibitors are in bold.Table 3Sample IDDNA Quant. (ng/uL)IPC CTAverage Peak Height RatiosAverage RFUs Across all Loci133.6520.7781%837287.22**22.52**86%13693106.59**22.98**86%1455442.5620.2690%10745131.02**23.24**91%1861682.6620.3882%262790.9120.3379%409869.1919.9185%1896984.1820.7090%10871096.7020.2284%6451175.2519.4382%4341215.7219.6085%10331364.5619.6882%35914153.81**22.77**84%4161568.4819.6588%119416146.88**22.88**85%68317118.9619.9683%5971862.2919.4787%61819131.1820.7987%12962019.3019.7087%1039

Correlations between DNA quantity in ng/uL and the time interval (in days) between a) date of death and collection (IDDC) and b) sample collection and STR testing (CST) were assessed using a linear regression model and Spearman's correlation coefficient, *ρ*. A linear regression model was used to assess whether time intervals were significant predictors of DNA quantity. Modeled with IDDC, there was no significance detected, with a *p-*value of 0.2933, F-statistic of 1.176, R^2^ = 0.065, and 17° of freedom. With CST, no significance was detected with a *p-*value of 0.8505, F-statistic of 0.0366, R^2^ = 0.00215, and 17° of freedom. Non-normal distribution of the variables representing IDDC was confirmed by a Shapiro-Wilk normality test, yielding, respectively, significant *p*-values of 1.101e-07 and 0.001574 when *α* = 0.01 thus the Spearman's *ρ* statistic. We find a small positive association with DNA quantity for IDDC with DNA quantity for both IDDC (Spearman's *ρ* = 0.0823, *p*-value = 0.7301) and a small negative association for CST (*ρ* = −0.0519, *p*-value = 0.8279), both associations being statistically insignificant. These results suggest that time, when measured as IDDC and CST intervals, does not have a significant relationship to DNA quantity -- a finding that is contrary to our original expectations.

3.1. STR quality assessment results {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------

Peak height ratios were averaged across each sample (reported in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}) and across each locus (reported in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Several samples did not meet the 70% peak height ratio threshold, indicating that those samples were imbalanced, likely due to degradation rather than possibility of a mixture due to lack of more than 2 alleles at multiple loci. Peak height imbalance can be attributed to sample degradation as well as potential mixed profiles, which include more than one contributor. In the profiles generated, only 1--2 alleles were present at each locus across the profile as a whole, indicating no sign of a potential second contributor (a major/minor mixture). Rather, the imbalance in peak heights can be attributed to increased degradation which is responsible for differential amplification of damaged DNA fragments, wherein one allele is replicated at a higher number than the other, producing differences in fluorescent units within the same locus.Table 4STR loci, average peak height ratios per locus, and number of samples below peak height ratio of 70%.Table 4STR LocusAverage Peak Height RatioNumber of Samples Below 70% PHRAmelogenin86%--D3S135888%--D19S43388%--D8S117986%--D5S81888%--TH0187%--vWA87%1D21S1181%2D13S31785%3TPOX87%--FGA85%1D7S82086%1D16S53989%--D18S5186%--CSF1PO85%1D2S133873%8

Average RFUs by locus class are reported in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. Results assessing the impact of IDDC and CST on DNA quality as shown through RFUs were conducted using a linear regression and the Spearman's *ρ* test statistic. A single donor was stored frozen after date of death for a total of 74 days, creating an outlier in terms of statistical analysis. This outlier was removed prior to statistical testing. Using a linear model to assess whether IDDC was a significant predictor, significant results were found in each RFU class. For Class 1, the IDDC was a significant predictor of RFU values, with a *p-*value of 0.02043, F-statistic of 6.536, R^2^ = 0.2777, and 17° of freedom. For Class 2, the linear regression results indicate a *p-*value of 0.01407, F-statistic of 7.488, R^2^ = 0.3058, and 17° of freedom. For Class 3, results indicate a *p-*value of 0.02822, F-statistic of 5.752, R^2^ = 0.2528, and 17° of freedom. For Class 4, results indicate a *p-*value of 0.0418, F-statistic of 4.849, R^2^ = 0.2219, and 17° of freedom.

Using Spearman's *ρ*, the association between IDDC and RFUs, associations for Class 1 (*ρ* = −0.6519, *p*-value = 0.0025), Class 2 (*ρ* = −0.5278, *p*-value = 0.0201) and Class 3 (*ρ* = −0.6089, *p*-value = 0.0056) were all significant, while associations for Class 4 (*ρ* = −0.4432, *p*-value = 0.0573) were not. All associations between IDDC and RFUs for all class sizes indicate a negative correlation between time and fluorescence, demonstrating that as number of days post-mortem before sample collection increase, fluorescence values decrease across all class sizes.

In assessing the association between CST and RFUs from each size class (1--4) using a linear model, no significant relationships were identified (Class 1 - *p-*value = 0.1701, F-statistic of 1.053, R^2^ = 0.1077, and 17 df, Class 2 - *p-*value = 0.6523, F-statistic of 0.2104, R^2^ = 0.0122, and 17 df, Class 3 - *p-*value = 0.1701, F-statistic of 1.053, R^2^ = 0.1077, and 17 df, and Class 4 - *p-*value = 0.8766, F-statistic of 0.0249, R^2^ = 0.0015, and 17 df. No significant relationships were identified using Spearman's *ρ* (Class 1: *ρ* = 0.4242, *p*-value = 0.0623; Class 2: *ρ* = 0.2399, *p*-value = 0.3082, Class 3: *ρ* = 0.2595, *p*-value = 0.2692 Class 4: *ρ* = 0.0684, *p*-value = 0.7743).

3.2. STR analysis results {#sec3.2}
-------------------------

Comparisons of the Amelogenin marker returned total agreement between the genetic sex markers, self-reported biological sex, and skeletal sex estimations. One off-ladder allele was recorded at locus D21S11 as microvariant 29.3 in individual 15 and confirmed by a second fragment analysis run. This allele is found at a frequency of 0.0005 in the combined U.S. population. Other microvariants not considered off-ladder alleles were typed at 3 loci (D19S433, TH01, and D21S11), in three, four, and three individuals, respectively. These frequencies are reported in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Frequencies of microvariants found in surveyed STR profiles. ∗ Denotes a lack of reported frequencies for a particular allele in the NIST database.Table 5LocusAllele VariantNumber of Ind.Frequency in U.S. PopulationD19S43313.21∗D19S43315.220.0569TH019.330.2056D21S1124.210.0005D21S1129.310.0005D21S1130.210.0217D21S1131.220.0772D21S1132.240.0912D21S1133.240.0328

STRUCTURE analysis for ancestry estimation was conducted using the HDGP-CEPH populations and the 20 blood card samples; the number of populations, *K,* was set at 3. This was also the optimal number of ancestry clusters identified by computational methods. This optimal value of *K* was determined using STRUCTURE Selector \[[@bib39]\], implementing the MedMeaK, MaxMeaK, MedMedK, MaxMedK methods \[[@bib40]\] for choosing the best *K* among a range of *k*-clusters. The MedMeaK, MaxMeaK, MedMedK, MaxMedK approaches all outperformed traditional deltaK methods for determining the optimal number of clusters in situations with uneven sample sizes \[[@bib40]\]. Each of the 20 individuals was assigned to one of three population clusters, with membership coefficients representing the posterior probability that the individual is from selected population (shown in [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}). Results are visualized in the structure plot shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} generated by Clumpak \[[@bib41]\].Table 6Correspondence between the membership coefficients obtained from the trihybrid ancestry analysis using STRUCTURE and documented population identifier. Individuals were assigned to the population cluster with the highest degree of membership. Reported identity is included, with the source of the identity assignment. Abbreviations are S: self-identified, F: familial identification; ME: identity assigned by the medical examiner. ∗Denotes a potential disagreement between genetically-inferred ancestry and reported population identity.Table 6Sample IDEuropeanAfricanIndigenous AmericanReported Identity & Source**1**0.9030.097--White -- S**2**1.000----White -- S**3**0.9980.002--White -- F**4**1.000----White -- F**5**1.000----White -- S**6**0.9310.069--White -- S**7**0.1560.844--White ∗ -- S**8**0.9990.001--White -- F**9**0.6910.0110.299White -- F**10**0.9610.0010.035White -- F**11**0.9500.050--Black ∗ -- S**12**0.9060.094--Black ∗ -- F**13**0.8560.1430.001White -- F**14**0.0140.965.021Black -- ME**15**0.9780.022--White/American Indian -- F**16**0.9000.0920.008White -- F**17**1.000----White -- F**18**0.9880.0100.002Hispanic -- S**19**0.1610.839--Black -- S**20**0.9990.0010.001White -- SFig. 1STRUCTURE plot depicting *K* = 3 ancestry clusters by population, generated in Clumpak \[[@bib41]\]. Each individual is represented by a single bar partitioned into 3 colored segments, which gives the individual's proportion of membership across the 3 "parental ancestry" clusters. Blue = European, Orange = Indigenous American, and Purple = African. Numbers correspond to the 3 identity categories self-reported by or ascribed to the sampled individuals: 1) White, 2) American Indian or Hispanic 3) Black. The unknown samples shown are labeled by 4. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)Fig. 1

When adopting a hard classification or single cluster approach to ancestry inference \[[@bib8],[@bib42]\], the documented group identifier for 17 of the 20 individuals matched the continental population cluster to which the individual was assigned, assuming that there is positive correlation between the social "quasi-ancestry," ethnic and race-based identifiers and continental ancestry, e.g., Black ∼ African, White ∼ European, Native American ∼ Indigenous American. In one case, the individual self-identified as White but was assigned a membership coefficient of 0.844 for the African cluster and 0.156 for the European cluster. Two other individuals were documented, one self-identified and one familial identification, as Black but were grouped into the European cluster with membership coefficients of 0.906 and 0.950 respectively. The only non-self-identified or non-familial identified individual was labeled by the medical examiner's office as Black: here, African ancestry is estimated with high probability, with the STRUCTURE analysis producing membership coefficients of 0.965 for the African cluster and 0.014 for the European cluster.

Results from the second STRUCTURE analysis using the Admixture model present *K = 2* clusters when analyzed using STRUCTURE Selector \[[@bib39]\]. Using the Puechmaille \[[@bib40]\] method, the MedMeaK, MaxMeaK, MedMedK, MaxMedK preferred two distinct clusters using the NIST sub-dataset. Results are visualized in the barplot shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} generated by Clumpak \[[@bib41]\].Fig. 2STRUCTURE plot depicting admixture results from NIST dataset for *K = 2* cluster solution, generated using Clumpak \[[@bib41]\]. Each individual is represented by a single bar partitioned into 2 colored segments, which gives the individual's proportion of membership across the *2* clusters. Groups are 1) African Americans, 2) European Americans, 3) Hispanics, and 4) unknowns from blood cards.Fig. 2

The best fit number of clusters was 2, with the inferred cluster assignments between two groups ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}). Those identifying as Black had higher correlation coefficients with Cluster 1 ([Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}). Those identifying as White had higher correlation coefficients on average with Cluster 2. The individual who identified as White/Native American and the individual who identified as Hispanic were split between each cluster.Table 7Correspondence between the membership coefficients obtained from the admixture analysis, using STRUCTURE and the NIST reference dataset, and the documented population identifier. The optimal *K* = 2 model was identified computationally. Individuals were assigned to one of two population clusters with the highest degree of membership.Table 7Sample IDCluster 1Cluster 2Reported Identity10.4710.529White20.2510.749White30.3610.639White40.3610.681White50.2490.751White60.4770.523White70.4620.538White80.3910.609White90.6030.397White100.3800.620White110.5670.433Black120.6820.318Black130.4600.540White140.7140.286Black150.5780.422White/American Indian160.5560.444White170.3230.677White180.4010.599Hispanic190.7320.268Black200.2820.718WhiteTable 8Proportion of membership of each pre-defined NIST population in each of *K* = 2 clusters.Table 8NIST PopulationCluster 1Cluster 2Number of IndividualsAfrican Americans0.6510.349149European Americans0.3820.618151Hispanics0.4310.569101

4. Discussion and conclusion {#sec4}
============================

In this study, we have evaluated the effectiveness of the FITZCO FP705™ untreated blood card as a reliable substrate for long-term storage. Our samples were extracted after room temperature storage at time intervals between 4 months and 4 years. We address practical laboratory concerns for the successful recovery of nuclear DNA after longer periods of time. We find that sufficient amounts of nuclear DNA can be recovered from the sampled blood cards to amplify the original 13 CODIS core loci, although several samples had to be re-extracted due to insufficient DNA recovery during the initial extraction. The 13 original CODIS loci were adequate for ancestry estimation using the program STRUCTURE, for which 17 of 20 samples were hard classified into the ancestry group that most likely corresponded with their self-reported group identity. The individuals who self-identified as Hispanic and White/Native American were classified, with higher membership coefficients greater than (\>0.98) into the European cluster under the trihybrid ancestry model. These individuals display opposite trends, however, when subjected to the admixture analysis using the NIST population samples as the reference dataset. Their admixture proportions were distributed similarly to the NIST samples across the two inferred clusters. This appears to capture White and non-White variation, as the Hispanic individual represents high (about 60%) European admixture and the White/Native American individual, for whom dual-identity was explicitly recorded, represents low (about 42%) European admixture. These findings recall what has been argued elsewhere for forensic ancestry and what cannot be overstated: that Hispanics represents some mixture of ancestries and the terminology, "Hispanic," itself is uninformative given the known diversity in population history of the many geographic groups who fall under this category and the expression of this history in terms of the calculated ancestry proportions \[[@bib9],[@bib43]\].

4.1. Implications for long-term storage {#sec4.1}
---------------------------------------

While full profiles were typed from each of the 20 sampled untreated blood cards, several issues emerged during the analysis. The presence of inhibitors in five of the 20 samples may present a concern for downstream amplification of STRs and other markers. One potential source may include heme from red blood cells, a known inhibiting substance \[[@bib19]\]. In contrast, Rahikainen \[[@bib11]\] reported no inhibition in DNA extracts from FTA cards. We also noted a reduction in RFUs from smaller to larger loci, as shown through the decrease in RFUs from Class 1 through Class 4 in the untreated blood cards indicating degradation. We also show that a statistically significant reduction in RFUs is associated with increased time intervals between donor death and sample collection. Increased time intervals between the date of death and collection lower the quality of STRs typed. While Rahikainen and colleagues also report a decrease in DNA quantities over time in FTA cards, part of the reduction seen in RFUs may be indicative of DNA degradation exacerbated by nuclease activity, which was not halted in the untreated blood cards Rahikainen and colleages \[[@bib11]\] were able to recover DNA from FTA cards stored up to 16 years, however, this longer time interval may result in increased degradation and reduced yields in non-treated cards.

An additional aspect of the untreated blood cards of value to consider is the potential for pathogen exposure. Since FTA cards lyse the cells upon contact, pathogens are inactivated \[[@bib44]\]; however, pathogens can persist in the analysed cells on the untreated substrate. While viruses such as HIV are typically undetectable within a week to a month, Hepatitis C has been identified in dried blood spots after 4 weeks and on blood in needle syringes for up to 8 months \[[@bib45]\]. All potentially biohazardous material should be treated with universal precautions, yet this precautionary aspect of blood sample storage may be a concern for forensic body donation programs, providing an additional reason to consider FTA cards over untreated cards.

Body donation programs often collect sample material for subsequent genotyping; however, DNA typing is often not the main focus of attention for decomposition facilities and budgets are limited. Based on our results, we suggest that FTA-based cards may provide a more dependable method for long-term storage, despite the lower cost of untreated cards. If typing of large-scale marker sets may be desirable for future applications, untreated cards may not produce the high quantities and quality of DNA required for expansive SNP panels or typing combinations of multiple marker types (STRs, Y-STRs, SNPs). We recommend long-range planning for future genotyping needs when selecting sample storage substrates. For short-term preservation, untreated cards may be adequate for STR typing but for extended storage duration, FTA cards provide an option that lyses cells, limits nuclease activity, and demonstrates DNA recovery from post-mortem collected blood samples after a more than a decade of storage.

4.2. CODIS markers for ancestry/admixture estimation {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------------------------

Trihybrid ancestry analysis in STRUCTURE produced membership coefficients for three ancestral groups. Out of 20 samples, 17 individuals were classified into the population which best matched their reported group identity. Two of the individuals, one self-identified and one familially-identified as Black, had membership coefficients that more closely aligned them with the European cluster, whereas one individual who self-identified as White had membership coefficient of 0.844 in the African ancestry cluster. Population history in the U.S. reflects admixture between groups of different continental ancestries and it has been noted that African Americans carry a wide range of proportions of European ancestry \[[@bib46],[@bib47]\]. In a large-scale health study on Genetic Epidemiology Research on Adult Health and Aging (GERA) of over 100,000 individuals, researchers found that, of those identifying as African American, 91% had European ancestry \[[@bib48]\]. From the same study, only 0.4% of self-reported Europeans displayed some quantity of African ancestry. These discordant results between the higher population membership coefficients and reported identities may be a result of directional admixture, reflecting the unique conditions of the post-contact Americas, capturing especially the vestiges of the trans-Atlantic slave trade, practices of assortative mating, and the past and present history of racism that shapes population interactions.

Our STRUCTURE analyses of ancestry and admixture of the unknown individuals typed from blood cards and known-source database samples produced different results, owing to the different number of population clusters, or values of *K,* identified computationally*.* One cause for the discrepancy between the model-based clusters in STRUCTURE is surely the difference in population datasets used for each analysis and the fundamental conceptual difference between a parental source and a contemporary reference population. While the initial No Admixture model for ancestry estimation used the HGDP-CEPH populations, the admixture analysis used a subset of the NIST population dataset. The HGDP-CEPH populations were sampled from individuals world-wide and are routinely taken to represent parental populations -- in this particular case from each of three continental regions of Africa, Europe, and the Americas. In contrast, the NIST population subset is composed of individuals from the U.S., specifically those self-identifying as African American, European American, and Hispanic, collected from the Interstate Blood Bank in Memphis, Tennessee or the DNA Diagnostics Center in Fairfield, Ohio.

It has been previously noted that populations in the U.S. reflect varying levels of continental admixture based on the complex population history of the country \[[@bib47],[@bib49]\]. Considering that the admixture analysis used U.S. populations, all of which are known to carry on average some quantities of ancestry from each of the three major U.S. source populations \[[@bib9],[@bib42],[@bib47]\], the best number of clusters was estimated at *K* = 2. STRUCTURE analysis of African Americans by Lawson and colleagues (2018) demonstrated similar clustering of each into two "ancestral" population clusters based on recent admixture \[[@bib53]\]. Algee-Hewitt has also shown, for both genetic and proxy quantitative skeletal traits similar, 2 cluster patterns for Latinos, largely of Mexican descent, and African Americans \[[@bib9]\]. The authors further reported only trivial levels of admixture for European Americans, as also noted by Banda and colleagues \[[@bib48]\].

While the CODIS STRs meet the recommended qualities of markers for STRUCTURE analysis in that they reflect low mutation rates, are selectively neutral, and are in linkage equilibrium \[[@bib33],[@bib50]\], alternative sets markers provide more ancestry information. Explorations of sets of forensic STRs, with different characteristics or comprising more markers, have demonstrated increased recovery of ancestry information and greater differentiation between individuals using STRUCTURE \[[@bib8]\]. While these particular 13 CODIS loci provide valuable insights into ancestral origin on the continental scale, the limitations must be considered when extending this panel of markers beyond its intended scope for individual identification to admixture estimation, especially for populations with complex population histories and peoples with potentially high levels of admixture.
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